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1. Introduction 

 
Company standard MGS-S-REF-E Technical specifications - Electrical installations, 
consists from booklets and chapters, which have their name and marking. 
 
Some of parts of standard MGS-S-REF-E are related very closely, therefore it is necessary 
to apply them together. 
 
Subject of this chapter MGS-S-REF-E-13.1 is solution of system for timely identification of 
fire primary features in production units and also in other important company parts.  
 
Related booklets and chapters:  

 MGS-S-REF-E-7.1, 

 MGS-S-REF-E-4.4, 

 MGS-S-REF-E-3.6, 

 MGS-S-REF-E-1, especially chapter MGS-S-REF-E-1.4. 
 
Chapter MGS-S-REF-E-13.1 substitutes: 
chapter MGS-S-REF-E-13.1 is new standard in system of company standards MGS-S-
REF-E. 
 
Standard work out: 
chapter MGS-S-REF-E-13.1 was worked out by Project Development - Project engineering 
pool. 

2. Definitions and terms 

For purpose of this standard valid definitions and terms as follows: 
 
Fire alarm system (FAS): is integrated equipment system, which serves to fire safety 
increasing in buildings. 
FAS basic task is timely identification of already fire primary features and time providing for 
effective intervention realization before fire increasing.  
 
Fire annunciator:  is a part of FAS, which incorporates at least one sensor, that 
continually or in frequent intervals monitors at least one physical or chemical effect, that 
relates the fire. 
Fire annunciator simultaneously send at least one corresponding signal to fire alarm 
system switchboard. 
 
Thermal annunciator: is annunciator, which reacts to temperature increasing. 
 
Smoke annunciator: is annunciator, which is sensitive to combustion particle products 
and/or to pyrolysis, which are dispersed in atmosphere (aerosols). 
Next smoke annunciators is possible to divide into ionization or optical. 
 
Gas annunciator: is annunciator, which is sensitive to combustion gas products and/or to 
material thermal decomposition (pyrolysis). 
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Flame annunciator: is annunciator, which reacts to electromagnetic radiation from flame 
during fire. 
 
Annunciator with more sensors: is annunciator, which reacts to more than one fire 
effect. 
 
Multipoint annunciator: is annunciator, which reacts to effect, that is scanned close more 
fixed points. 
 
Line annunciator: is annunciator, which reacts to phenomenon, that is scanned close to 
continuous direct line. 
 
Resetable annunciator: is annunciator, which after reaction can be given from  signalling 
state to basic state, in which it is prepared to react, if there do not remain conditions, that 
caused reaction, without replacing of any component. 
Resetable annunciators are divided to automatically, remote and local resetable. 
 
Unresetable annunciator (with replaceable components): is annunciator, which after 
reaction requires component(s) replacement to basic state of scan standby giving. 
 
Unresetable annunciator (without replaceable components): is annunciator, which 
after reaction can not give from state of alert signalling to  basic state of scan standby. 
 
Two-states annunciator: is annunciator, which gives one from two output states, that 
relate either basic state or state of fire signalling. 
 
Analogue annunciator: is annunciator, which gives output signal, that represents value of 
scanned state. 
 
Button annunciator: is part of FAS, which is used for manual fire signalling. 
Depending on the change of operating component to alarm state button anunciators are 
divided to annunciators for direct operation and non direct operation. 
 
Button anunciator for direct operation: is annunciator, in which the change of 
operational component state is realised automatically to alarm state after break of 
protective fragile component from glass or similar material. 
 
Button anunciator for non direct operation: is annunciator, in which the change of 
operational component state to alarm state requires additional manual operation after 
break of protective fragile component from glass or similar material. 
 
Fire alarm system switchboard: is part of FAS device, which mainly: 

a) power supplies other part of FAS, 

b) receives, evaluates and send signals, 

c) monitors correct functionality and signals FAS fault. 
 
Main switchboard: is switchboard, which receives and evaluates information from 
subsidiary switchboards. 
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Subsidiary switchboard: is switchboard, which passes information about guarded area 
and about own activity to main switchboard. 
 
Fire alarm system state: is switchboard activity, in which the fire in guarded area is 
optically and acoustically signalled in the same time. 
This switchboard activity happens after working of signal from detectors and they 
evaluation as fault. 
 
Deactivation state of switchboard: is switchboard activity, in which all relevant 
indications are stopped. 
 
Test state of switchboard: is switchboard activity, in which are checked signal working 
and indication about fire in zones; switchboard test state can be started or stopped by 
manual operation only. 
 
Device of fire alarm system: is part of FAS device, which is not part of FAS switchboard. 
Device of FAS is used for alarm signalling, for example as optic or acoustic signalling 
device. 
 
Transmission device of fire alarm system:  is device, which transmits FAS signal from 
FAS switchboard to fire registration office. 
 
Fire registration office: is head office, from which is possible permanently to initiate 
needed steps of fire protection and of fire extinguish. 

3. Fire alarm system (FAS) 

3.1 Generally 
Integrated system of fire alarm system shall include switchboard, fire anunciators, signal 
devices, transmission devices and power supply device.  
Fire alarm systems installation is prescribed by relevant laws, STN standards,  
manufacturer standards and this standard MGS-S-REF-E-13.1. 
Project, mounting, repairs and tests of FAS shall be realised by legal entity or by physical 
business persons through physical person, which is qualified for this job on the ground of 
FAS manufacturer training and examination. 
Qualification shall be documented by special authorization about competence.    

3.2 Requirements for fire alarm system  

3.2.1 Fire alarm system shall identify at least one physical or chemical effect, that relates 
the fire in guarded area, optically or acoustically signal in guarded area or in it´s 
surroundings and control devices, that are connected with it. 

3.2.2 Fire sector of construction with area more than 1 000 m2 shall be equipped by 
automatic fire annunciators with individual addressing. 

3.2.3 Fire alarm system parts shall be realised so that they shall meet environmental 
conditions, especially as follows: 

a) high and low surroundings temperature, 

b) high relative humidity, 
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c) flow of air, 

d) long-lasting humidity effects, 

e) corrosion effects of sulphur dioxide, 

f) mechanical shakes, vibrations and impacts on devices surface, 

g)  electrostatic discharges and electromagnetic fields, 

h) power supply changes and interruptions. 

3.2.4 Fire alarm system components shall be realised with IP and fabrication that is 
adequate to their installation surroundings. 

3.2.5 Transmission devices shall provide reliable signal transmission among individual 
parts of FAS. 

3.2.6 FAS switchboard (next switchboard only) shall mainly: 

a) permanently evaluate situation in guarded area on ground of signal receiving from 
connected annunciators, 

b) to check own technical state and signal fault or change of own technical state or 
technical state change of entire FAS components (e. g. short circuit, wire interruption, 
power supply fault, wrong device function), 

c) display state: 

 fire signal, 

 fault signal, 

 deactivation, 

 test, 

 inactivity, 

d) if it is required, to enable FAS signal sending, for example: 

 into devices of optically or acoustically fire signal, 

 through devices of fire signal transmission to unit of fire protection, 

 through control of automatic FAS devices to automatic fire fighting equipment. 
Data about displayed FAS states shall be recorded and remembered in switchgear 
memory minimally two weeks (14 days), even during power supply fault. 

3.2.7 Switchgear shall signal the fire no later than 10 sec. from button annunciator 
actuation. After FAS state or fault signalling cancellation the switchgear shall return to 
inactivity no later than 20 sec. 

3.2.8 Switchgear shall be fabricated so that they shall meet signal fault state no later than 
100 sec. from fault beginning or fault signal receiving. 

3.2.9 Switchgear deactivation shall not obstruct to other indications. 
Switchgear deactivation and repeated activation shall not be suggestible by resetting from 
fire or fault signal states. 
Switchgear deactivation shall be indicated till 2 sec. from manual operation finalization. 

3.2.10 Switchgear shall indicate test state optically by separate light indicator or by 
indication for separate zones. 

3.2.11 Switchgear power supply device shall provide FAS functionality during short 
voltage drop or during short power supply break. 
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Power supply device shall comprise at least one main power supply source and one 
redundant power supply source. 

3.2.12 Fire annunciator shall optically signal actuation and comprise terminals for own 
connection to switchgear and terminals for optical and acoustic signalling, that is installed 
out of annunciator. 
After activation optical and acoustic signalling shall stay in operation until deactivation. 
Fire annunciator disconnection shall not influence the activity of other connected fire 
annunciators. 

3.2.13 Separable annunciator shall provide remote fault signal sending at sensor 
separation from socket. 

3.2.14 Button annunciator for non direct operation shall comprise arrestment, which 
provide output electric signal duration from activation until deactivation of arrestment.  

3.2.15 Button annunciators for direct operation and button annunciators for non direct 
operation shall not be installed in one (the same) construction. 

3.2.16 Button annunciators shall be installed in construction, in which are installed self-
acting annunciators, especially in escape routes and near to constructions entrance (see 
also 4.2.2.2). 

3.3 Conditions of fire alarm system operation 

3.3.1 Fire alarm system operation is possible, if the conformity with technical regulations 
was reviewed and for which Declaration of conformity was published (see FAS contractor 
documentation). 

3.3.2 During operation any part of FAS can be replaced by part, which was manufactured 
by  FAS manufacturer only or with his agreement. 
If FAS manufacturer cease to exist or changed his job, a part of FAS can be replaced by 
other - compatible part; requirement of article 3.3.1 relates this compatible (new) FAS part. 
Physical person with special qualification for FAS devices installations and repairs shall 
decide about suitability for use of compatible (new) part. 

3.4 Fire alarm system inspections 

3.4.1 Fire alarm system user provides their inspections and he is responsible for their 
execution. 
FAS shall be checked as follows: 

a) daily, 

b) monthly, 

c) quarterly, 

d) yearly. 

3.4.1.1 Informed employee, which was trained by manufacturer or physical person with 
special qualification for FAS devices installations and repairs can do inspections in 
agreement with article 3.4.1, specified indent a) - c) or their parts, that FAS switchgear do 
not. 
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3.4.1.2 Fire alarm system state, which was detected by inspection, that was executed in 
agreement with article 3.4.1, specified indent a) - c) is registered into operation book with 
execution date, name, surname and signature of employee, by which was inspection 
executed. 
Switchgear record can be considered to be operation book record, if FAS switchgear does 
some inspections or inspection parts. 
Physical person with special qualification for FAS devices installations and repairs can do 
inspections in agreement with article 3.4.1, specified indent d) only; this person can do 
inspections in agreement with article 3.4.1, specified indent a) - c), too. 
About yearly inspection execution physical person with special qualification for FAS 
devices installations and repairs issues confirmation about inspection execution. 
In confirmation shall be given especially: 

a) confirmation number, 

b) name and surname of physical person, which has special qualification for FAS 
devices inspection, 

c) number of special qualification, 

d) designation and name of FAS user, 

e) FAS manufacturer and type, 

f) FAS current state, which was detected by inspection in agreement with article 
3.4.5, 

g) inspection execution date, 

h) signature of person, which inspection executed. 

3.4.2 Daily inspection fire alarm system comprises check of: 

a) inactivation state display, fire state display, fault state display and test state 
display, 

b) signal of power supply from main or redundant power supply source, 

c) state of alarm calculator in agreement with operation book. 

3.4.3 Monthly inspection fire alarm system comprises check of: 

a) state of battery contacts and it´s fixation, 

b) outputs for control of fire-technical equipment and for control of separate states 
display equipment, 

c) one annunciator activation (each month from other zone), 

d) activation of signal transmitting line to place with permanent staff. 

3.4.4 Quarterly inspection fire alarm system comprises check of: 

a) redundant power supply source, 

b) fire annunciators: 

 cleanness annunciators and their integrity, replacing of damaged annunciators and 
surface dirt removal including, 

 fire annunciators functionality, 

 functionality of signal lamp, which is connected to fire annunciator, 

 redundant annunciators placement, storage principle compliance and ionization 
annunciators manipulation including, 

c) outputs functionality of: 

 control equipment, 

 separate states display equipment, 
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 additional equipment, 

d) data records in operation book. 

3.4.5 Yearly inspection fire alarm system comprises check of: 

a) functionality of redundant power supply source, FAS test operation with redundant 
power supply source including, 

b) functionality of control equipment, separate states display equipment and 
additional equipment: 

 surface and inside area, dirt removal including, 

 wire sealing, connection tighten, fuses, terminals boxes, 

 equipment functionality, battery charging including, 

 voltage, which is provided by separate power supplying equipment of control 
devices and separate states display equipment and input voltage of annunciators 
lines at rest current, 

 redundant batteries of RAM memory and redundant batteries for signal during out 
of operation, 

 interconnection of separate equipment, 

c) fire annunciators: 

 function parameters of annunciators, 

 visual and mechanical check of pentad, dirt removal including, 

 visual and mechanical check of annunciator sensor, dirt removal including. 

4. Fire alarm system proposal 

FAS shall be proposed so than it will be functional, economical and proportional to fire-
fighting safety costs in relation to protected values and probability of fire ignition and 
increasing. 

4.1 Construction fire-fighting safety 

Construction fire-fighting safety project is not part of FAS project, but it is material for FAS 
project creation and it gives, which of areas shall be equipped with FAS, with signalling, 
etc. 

4.2 Fire alarm system project  

4.2.1 Fire alarm system project shall consider necessity of FAS implementation and 
determine FAS scope for fire sectors or for their parts. 
It shall be proposed minimally as follows: 

a) kind, type, number and position of fire annunciators, possibly other components, 

b) maintenance method in specific conditions (e. g. high dustiness - in necessary 
cases shall be given e. g. shorter period of fire annunciators cleaning, 

c) FAS switchgear position, complement devices position and their mutual 
interconnection, 

d) the sequence of controlled FAS devices and switchgear in agreement with 
requirements from fire-fighting safety complete ensurance of considered fire 
construction or their parts, 

e) way of annunciators access, 

f) FAS standby and spare parts proposal in agreement with FAS scope, 

g) requirements for staff of FAS, 
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h) kind of FAS, 

i) manner of alarm signalling. 

4.2.2 Fire alarm system project shall be elaborated only by physical person with special 
qualification for FAS devices designing.  

For three years FAS manufacturer does qualification verifying and issues authorization, if 
he resides at Slovak republic or manufacturer´s plenipotent assignee (if manufacturer 
resides abroad)..  

4.2.3 Fire alarm system project shall be in agreement with: 

a) Slovak legislation, 

b) STN requirements, 

c) FAS manufacturer´s regulations, 

d) this MGS-S-REF-E-13.1. 

4.2.4 Fire alarm system project shall be reviewed by Regional head office of fire and 
rescue brigade. 

4.2.5 Requirements for fire alarm system proposal 

4.2.5.1 Fire alarm system shall be proposed as follows: 

a) all fires shall be signalized by FAS annunciators already during fire initiation, 

b) guard of fire section each part shall be guaranteed equally and effectively, 

c) position of FAS component shall exclude their operational reliability, 

d) undesirable function of annunciators (false alarm)shall be excluded, 

e) annunciators access for their maintenance or dismantling shall be ensured, 

f) electrical installation shall be realised in agreement with valid Slovak legislation. 

4.2.5.2 FAS shall fulfil also these requirements: 

a) in case of existing system reconstruction or existing FAS system addition, new 
FAS shall be compatible with existing system and it shall have possibility 
connection to and communication with superior system, 

b) FAS switchboard shall have ensured information transmission to superstructural 
evaluation system, that is installed in fire registration office, 

c) switchboard shall have signal (display) panel, 

d) connection box shall have solved overvoltage protection, 

e) for wiring shall be used cable for example type JE-H(St)H-V or JCXFE-V, with 
higher resistance to fire propagation and functional capacity by the fire, non-
halogen, red or orange colour jacket (see also paragraph 4.2.6.4), 

f) for parallel wiring with power supply cables shall be met distance minimally 200 
mm (see also paragraph 4.2.6.7), 

g) cable channels shall be marked by letter EPS and Ex-ib (50 mm letters, red 
coloured) , 

h) cable tubes along traces shall be marked by 100 mm strips,  red coloured, 
distance between two strips about 5 m. 
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4.2.6 Technical requirements for fire alarm system devices 

4.2.6.1 Automatic fire annunciators 

a) appropriate kind choice of automatic fire annunciator and it´s position depends on 
guarded values character, on assumed related fire phenomenon in guarded areas 
and technological equipment, 

b) each area shall be reviewed independently by proposal of automatic fire 
annunciators position and number, 

c) fire annunciators distance and position shall be given in agreement with 
manufacturer regulations and with consideration of this area specification. 

4.2.6.2 Button fire annunciators 
Button fire annunciators shall be positioned in height 1,2 - 1,5 m over the floor on places, 
which guarantee fast accessibility by escaped persons, minimally: 

a) close to exits from non guarded escape ways into guarded escape ways, after 
consideration of any way side, 

b) close to exits from escape ways in free area, 

c) on positions close to ways, on which walk through persons, that object check, 

d) on positions, where staff of technological equipment is located. 
Button fire annunciators according to specified indent a) and b) shall be positioned in 
visual field of escaped persons, maximally 3 m from stated exits. 

4.2.6.3 Annunciators connection 
Fire annunciators connection to annunciator lines, annunciators allocation to groups for 
annunciators with addressability and annunciators number in groups shall be selected that 
way, to be fast and unambiguously appointed fire ignition space. 

4.2.6.4 Signal lines and additional equipment 
Cables to all fire alarm system components, except cables of annunciators lines and signal 
lamps from fire anunciators, shall be protected by escape way or other area without fire 
risk and for equipment, which are during fire in operation, kind of cable shall met 
requirements as follows: 

a) ZO (resistant to fire propagation), 

b) PH (by the fire functional during required time). 
All fire alarm system cables, which are endangered by atmospheric or other electric 
influences (especially by induction influences), shall be protected by appropriate 
overvoltage protections. 
Fire alarm system acoustic or optical signalling shall be obviously distinguished from other 
used signalling. Optical signalling shall be sufficiently visible also during sunny light and 
also during artificial lighting. 

4.2.6.5 Cables - reaction to fire B2ca - s1, d1, functionality in agreement with STN EN 54-
4+AC (92 0404) Fire alarm, Power supply equipment, minimally 30 minutes. 
Functional resistance retaining of electric cable systems shall be evaluated in agreement 
with STN 92 0205.  
Functionality is required only for cables, which determines fire alarm system designer or 
construction fire-fighting safety designer. 
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4.2.6.6 Cable system and constructions, which are used for FAS cable placement, shall 
be projected with regard to necessity of functional resistance retaining by the fire. 
FAS cable placement inside buildings and on construction, which cross lightning protection 
system (LPS) wiring, shall be coordinated regard to adequate distance among these 
components in agreement with STN EN 62305 - 4 Protection against lightning Part 4: 
Electrical and electronic systems within structures, article 6.3. 

4.3 Fire alarm system relate documentation 
FAS relate documentation shall include minimally: 

a) operation and maintenance manual for all components and parts of FAS, 

b) operation book, 

c) documents about reviews and revisions, 

d) documents copies about verifying of products conformity with technical regulations 
(declarations of conformity), 

e) relevant certificates and confirmations, 

f) as build design of fire alarm system in Slovak language. 


